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of ‘Trial of Century’ ~ 
bn the Jack Ruby murder case English author Sybille Bedford,|her own Thalidomidedeformed i in- 

be properly called ‘The Trial of|who is writing the Ruby trial for| fant. 
e Century?” ‘+ {Life magazine, said, “The “Trial] Al Moscow, who ghost-wrote 
Some ‘reporters have already of the Century’? I don't think it|Richard Nixon's “Six Crises,” and 

tagged it that way. Others ques-|Will go down in history as such. is now becoming defense counsel 
tion it. “Most people have no doubt at|Maivin Belli’s Boswell, indicated 
$y¢'s one of the big ones,” said all about the deed. In fact, many|he wouldn't argue with use of the 

aries Murphy of NBC. “It'll be people think they witnessed it. But) term. But he added: 

ig, the same category with the val a not see Ruby shoot Os- “However, wey ome alohe 
Vanzetti trials.” PY" . >{Pvery so often. Wait-a Tew montgs 

ree — eee aff A® & contender for “Trial of thetfind there'll be some other ‘Tri 
9 Century,’ but I've always said entury,”” she mentioned the case the Century.’ * 

‘tome people’ are calling it that Of the Belgian mother who killed” __ 7KENT BIFFLE. 
said Nelson Benton of CBS. : 

NABCs Murphy Martin sab, “TL. a Pee 
will certainly be one of the top oo, ate 
five for this century.” . : BS _- oo 
*Homer Bigart of. the: ‘New York 

Times reminded: ae century 
ain’tover.” 4°". 

TAP" s Relman Morin ssid, “This 
the first one I can think of 

where you have a murder case . . 
with national implications. In that . . 
Sense, the term might fit. Te 

Prthe fact that a presidential as 
‘Sessination is involved gives the 
€gse a dimension that some other 
highly publicized cases have 
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suppose the R fr or a . ao A aa _ I * “, ny ar * . ” oe 

funiees gp the Rat Sade ned . Wo TEE 

tfals may have- equaled this one 
ing drawing the public's attention.” 

lorin looked over the 125 re- 
porters in the courtroom and said, 
“Y believe this is the maximum : a 7 
nymber of reporters I’ve seen in| . gay 
a’-courtroom for any case. Prob- 
ably more reporters worked on 
the Eichmann case, however.” 
‘Hearst's Bob Considine said. “If 

this were Oswald on trial, there 
‘would be no doubt about it. This 
would be the Trial of the Cen- 

/ ” But the only suspense here Det 
ik; whether or not they can prove we 

5 whacky. 
‘Suspense in this case will be 

/ ly limited to watching Belli 
Wrave his defense to the satisfac 
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